IT'S JUST A LAMP AND NOTHING MORE THAN A LAMP
WHAT IS DESIGN?

Just like communication, the design world has its own rhetoric. It is about making an impression on the receiver – to catch, to charm and to retain her attention. To seduce the beholder, and to tempt her curiosity. Design has not only the ambition get one’s attention in the moment, but also to linger. How it is remembered will not be judged until the audience, the knowledgeable and amateurs alike, decide what they find attractive. Taste is not an inherent property, but beautiful design can last for an eternity.

It is just a lamp, and nothing more than a lamp.

Illuminating the things that you ought to see better – A wonderful dinner, the book that you read before you fall asleep, or the face of a loved one.
MADE IN SWEDEN

Everything built by hand.

Our factory is an 8000sqm architectural brick building, located in Vittsjö, a small village in the south of Sweden. All our lamps are crafted by hand, developed with the greatest attention to detail and construction.

We build our fixtures for grand interiors and everyday living, public and residential spaces. Our mission is to give our customer the joy of experiencing harmony between material, design and functionality.

RUBN is a family company with forty employees.
MILLER WALL
VOLUME 2 PENDANT
NOMAD FLOOR
HOLBORN 3 PENDANT
HOW WE WORK

The standard collection
Our standard collection is what is kept in stock at all times, that is procurable through us or through our retailers.

The modified collection
The modified collection refers to the standard collection, but with modifications to such as color, material, dimensions, lightbulbs or cable length.

The bespoke fixtures
The third category in which we work comprises all fixtures that are manufactured specifically to convey a desired look or sensation.
SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

Hugo Boss  
Mercedes Benz  
L’Oréa  
Tommy Hilfiger  
Hoxton Group  
Aésop  
Carlsberg  
Royal Opera House London  
Grand Hotel

The Royal Danish Theater  
Davidoff  
Missoni  
Marks & Spencer  
Choice Hotels  
Studio Ilse  
Patricia Urquiola  
Brøchner hotels  
Story Hotels